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Abstract: Cement concrete pavement accounts for a large proportion of the road network due to its
excellent mechanical strength and durability. However, numerous microcracks are generated due to
the high brittleness of concrete, which poses a threat to the service life of concrete pavement. Currently,
simultaneous addition of fibers and polymers is a feasible approach to resolving the issues associated
with the brittleness of concrete. This study explores the properties of concrete mixtures containing
different levels of polypropylene fibers and water-borne epoxy. Additionally, fly ash is also introduced
to concrete mixtures. The tests performed include slump, compressive strength, flexural strength,
shrinkage, depth of water penetration, and abrasion. The results indicate that water-borne epoxy, at
all levels, contributed to improving the weak interfacial bonding between polypropylene fibers and
concrete. In addition, the combined incorporation of polypropylene fibers and water-borne epoxy
could improve the mechanical and durability properties of concrete, with the combined utilization of
0.1% polypropylene fibers and 10% water-borne epoxy exhibiting the best performance. Moreover,
with the incorporation of 10% fly ash into concrete, the mechanical strength and abrasion resistance
experienced a slight reduction, while the workability, drying shrinkage resistance, and impermeability
were improved. The current findings indicate that the combined utilization of polypropylene fibers
and water-borne epoxy at appropriate levels is beneficial for application in pavement; however, in
spite of superior drying shrinkage resistance and impermeability, the incorporation of fly ash into
concrete pavement should be properly treated according to the actual engineering conditions.

Keywords: concrete; polypropylene fiber; water-borne epoxy; interfacial bonding; microstructure

1. Introduction

Concrete is a blend of cement, aggregate, and water, and owing to the wide availability
and low cost of these raw materials, concrete is extensively used in construction and
infrastructure projects [1,2]. Cement concrete pavement, as the primary pavement structure
apart from conventional asphalt pavement, has characteristics of excellent mechanical
strength, high performance, and good durability, which makes it a preferred design choice,
particularly when it is subjected to heavy traffic loads [3,4]. However, in spite of a strong
compressive strength, concrete has a poor tensile strength and toughness, which makes it
vulnerable to cracking [5]. When cracks appear in concrete, they may propagate rapidly
under the action of loading and eventually lead to structural damage if no anti-cracking
measures are taken. With respect to concrete pavements that are directly exposed to extreme
environments, and that suffer from continuous vehicle loads, rapid deterioration will
inevitably occur in the presence of cracks, which eventually leads to the loss of serviceability
and unsafe driving conditions [4]. In consideration of the easy cracking of concrete, various
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types of fibers and polymers are extensively applied in concrete, including road concrete,
to improve its engineering properties and durability by restricting crack width and crack
propagation [4,6–8].

In regards to fibers that are used in concrete, they can be classified into four types:
metallic fibers (e.g., steel fibers), inorganic fibers (e.g., glass fibers), synthetic fibers (e.g.,
aramid fibers) and natural fibers (e.g., sisal fibers). Among these fibers, synthetic fibers, due
to their lightness, chemical stability, and ductility, have been widely applied in concrete
to improve its mechanical and durability properties through the crack bridging effect.
Polypropylene (PP) fibers, as a kind of synthetic fiber with a low modulus, have many
advantages such as high tensile strength, good ductility, excellent corrosion resistance,
low cost, and abundant availability, which makes them a popular reinforcement fiber in
cementitious materials [9]. The properties of PP fiber reinforced cementitious mixtures have
been explored by many researchers, and it is reported that the addition of PP fibers can
improve the performance of concrete [6]. For example, studies by Bendjillali et al. showed
that PP fibers significantly improved the flexural strength of limestone mortars, while an
improvement in compressive strength was not evident [10,11]. Yazici et al. indicated that,
with the increase in ductility of roller-compacted concrete (RCC) containing PP fibers, the
number of fracture impacts and toughness were accordingly improved [12]. Studies also
showed that the flexural toughness of concrete with crimped-type PP fibers was enhanced,
despite a reduction in the flexural strength, and the optimum fiber content was 2% by
volume [13]. Additionally, researchers found that spalling of concrete could be avoided
through the incorporation of PP fibers [13,14]. This is because the melting of PP fibers
at high temperatures creates many empty channels in the concrete, which facilitates the
release of vapor and prevents the occurrence of spalling. Sivakumar et al. also pointed out
that the addition of PP fibers could reduce plastic shrinkage of the concrete, and that the
use of hybrid fibers was more effective [15].

To better achieve these reinforcing effects of PP fibers in concrete, the interface between
the concrete matrix and the PP fibers must be able to transfer load from the matrix to the
fibers, which means that a strong interfacial bond between the concrete matrix and the PP
fibers should be formed [5,16]. However, due to the hydrophobic nature of PP fibers, it is
expected that the bonding between the PP fibers and the matrix could be weak, which may
in consequence lead to an increase in porosity and a deterioration in the overall performance
of the concrete. Some investigations have also indicated that, with the addition of PP fibers,
the mechanical strength and durability of concrete exhibited a decline. For example, the
findings of Gupta et al. showed that, compared to plain mortar, use of PP fibers in mortar,
at 0.40 and 0.70% by weight of cement, increased the sorptivity by about 18 and 37%,
respectively [5]. With the use of PP fibers in RCC, Yazici et al. found that the compressive
strength of RCC mixtures decreased by 20% compared to the control mixture without PP
fibers [12]. Wu et al. evaluated the permeability of PP fiber reinforced concrete and found
that the bonding between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix was poor, and that the
coefficient of chloride ion diffusion was the largest [17].

At present, the introduction of polymeric materials, such as liquid resins, dispersible
polymer powder, latexes, and water-borne polymers, in concrete has been attracting more
attention in the field of civil engineering [18]. It has been found that the addition of
these polymers improves the bond strength, mechanical strength, impermeability, chemi-
cal resistance, and durability properties of cementitious composites [18–20]. Researchers
have indicated that the physical filling effect of polymers in the porosity of cementitious
composites is the main modification mechanism of polymer modified concrete [21]. With
the incorporation of polymers, the holes in concrete could be filled, thereby reducing the
porosity, enhancing the tensile strength, and preventing the propagation of microcracks [6].
Furthermore, the dispersed polymers, at a proper dosage, may form a film wrapping on
cement hydrates and aggregates to generate an interpenetrating network. This three di-
mensional polymer film plays an important role in bridging micro-cracking and improving
the toughness of concrete [6,11]. When it comes to water-borne polymers, i.e., modified
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polymers with hydrophilic groups, which are dispersed in water as a continuous phase in
the form of particles or droplets. Water-borne epoxy (WBE), due to its excellent mechanical
properties and good permeability and adhesion to cementitious materials, has been widely
applied in construction projects [22]. In view of this, the combined use of WBE and PP
fibers in cementitious mixtures could be an effective way of enhancing the performance
of cementitious mixtures, since the poor interfacial bonding between PP fibers and the
concrete matrix, that worries researchers, may be enhanced through the addition of WBE.
On the other side, polymer modified concrete is often brittle and fragile, the introduction of
fibers can in turn improve its tensile property [23]. The properties of concretes containing
both polymers and fibers have also been explored by researchers [5,11,24].

Currently, most of the studies have put an emphasis on the chemical treatment of
PP fibers to improve their adhesion to cementitious composites, while few studies have
been performed to investigate the influence of polymer latex on the properties of PP fiber
reinforced concrete. In this regard, the aim of this study is to examine the properties
of concrete with the combined addition of PP fibers and WBE, and evaluate its possible
application in pavement. For this purpose, the mechanical and durability properties of
normal concrete (NC), PP fiber reinforced concrete (PC), WBE modified concrete (EC), and
concrete with a combination of PP fibers and WBE (PEC), including slump, mechanical
strength, shrinkage, water penetration, and abrasion, were analyzed through a series of
tests. In addition, fly ash (FA), which is an environmentally friendly pozzolanic material,
was introduced in this study in consideration of environmental protection and energy
conservation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Raw Materials

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) 42.5, which met the requirements of the ASTM C150
standard [25], was used in this study. Class F FA, which met the requirements of the ASTM
C618 standard [26], was used as a supplementary cementitious material. The chemical
compositions of the cement and FA, as provided by the suppliers, are displayed in Table 1.
Natural river sand, with a fineness modulus of 2.7, was chosen for use as the fine aggregate.
The coarse aggregate used in this study was crushed limestone with a continuous grading
of 5–20 mm. PP monofilament fibers were employed, and Table 2 shows their physical and
mechanical specifications. WBE was also used in this work, and the properties of the WBE
and its matched hardener are given in Table 3. Polycarboxylic-type water-reducing agent
conforming to the specifications of the ASTM C494 standard [27] was used in this study, to
improve the workability of the concrete.

Table 1. Chemical composition of cement and FA (wt %).

Oxides CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 Na2O K2O LOI

Cement 58.34 20.87 5.83 3.64 1.06 3.61 1.36 0.94 4.35
Fly ash 4.39 62.46 22.16 5.28 1.26 0.14 0.68 1.15 2.48

Table 2. Physical and mechanical properties of PP fibers.

Characteristic Specification

Fiber length (mm) 19
Fiber diameter (µm) Around 50

Density (g/cm3) 0.91
Tensile strength (MPa) More than 486
Elastic modulus (GPa) More than 4.8

Corrosion resistance to acid and alkali Very strong
Sorptivity 0
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Table 3. Properties of WBE and its matched hardener.

Characteristic WBE Hardener

Exterior Milky white Light yellow
Solid content (%) 50 ± 3 50 ± 1

pH 6–8 9.5–10.5
Viscosity (mPa·s) 1218 6000

Epoxy equivalent (g/eq) 192.3 -

2.2. Specimen Preparation

In order to evaluate the mechanical and durability properties of PP fiber and WBE
modified concrete for its possible use in pavements, different types of specimens were
fabricated. In this study, the contents of PP fibers were 0, 0.1%, and 0.2% by volume of the
concrete; the dosages of WBE were in a range from 0 to 10% by weight of binder, with an
increment of 5%; and the water to binder ratio was held constant at 0.4 for all the concrete
mixtures. In general, two sets of concrete specimens were involved in this study, in terms
of with or without FA. In each set, a total of nine concrete mixtures were designed; for
the set without FA, one NC, two PC, two EC, and four PEC were included, and for the
other set, with FA, 10% FA by weight of binder was included in mixtures as a fixed cement
substitution to make one NC-F, two PC-F, two EC-F, and four PEC-F. Details of all the mix
proportions of the concretes involved in this work are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Mix proportions of mortars (unit: kg/m3).

Mixture
Type Cement PP Fibers Sand

Coarse
Aggregate FA Water

WBE

Total Solid Water

NC (Control)

400

0

690 1170

0

160 - - -PC0.1 0.91
PC0.2 1.82
EC5 0 140 40 20 20

EC10 0 120 80 40 40
PEC0.1/5 0.91 140 40 20 20
PEC0.1/10 0.91 120 80 40 40
PEC0.2/5 1.82 140 40 20 20
PEC0.2/10 1.82 120 80 40 40

NC-F

360

0

40

160 - - -PC0.1-F 0.91
PC0.2-F 1.82
EC5-F 0 140 40 20 20
EC10-F 0 120 80 40 40

PEC0.1/5-F 0.91 140 40 20 20
PEC0.1/10-F 0.91 120 80 40 40
PEC0.2/5-F 1.82 140 40 20 20

PEC0.2/10-F 1.82 120 80 40 40

With regard to the process of specimen preparation, an electrically driven mixer was
used according to the following steps and the graphical procedure of specimen preparation
is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, all of the dry materials, including cement, FA, PP fibers, sand,
and coarse aggregate were stirred evenly for 3 min. After that, WBE was mixed with its
matched hardener uniformly to make an epoxy mixture. Then the epoxy mixture, the
remaining water and the water reducing agent were slowly added to the dry materials and
mixed for 3 min to achieve the proper workability. In addition, an extra 5 min of mixing
was adopted to make sure that a homogeneous mixture was achieved. Subsequently, the
concrete mixture was poured into molds and vibrated for 3 min on a vibrating table to
achieve a desirable compaction and consolidation. After 24 h of curing, the hardened
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concrete specimens were demolded and cured in a standard moist room at a temperature
of 20 ± 2 ◦C until the time of testing.
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2.3. Slump

The slump test was conducted following the ASTM C143 standard [28] to examine
the influences of PP fibers and WBE on the workability of the concrete. The fresh concrete
was poured into a 300 mm-high conical apparatus, whose top and base diameters were
100 mm and 200 mm, respectively, and this cone was tamped 25 times and then its top
surface was smoothed. After that, the cone was removed, by raising it carefully in a vertical
direction with no lateral or torsional motion. The slump was then determined by the
vertical difference between the top of the cone and the top point of the distorted concrete.

2.4. Mechanical Strength

The mechanical properties of the concrete specimens, including their compressive strength
and flexural strength, were tested in accordance with the JTG E30-2005 specification [29]. For
the compressive strength test, cube specimens, with dimensions of 150 × 150 × 150 mm3 were
prepared, while beam specimens with dimensions of 150 × 150 × 550 mm3 were fabricated
for the flexural strength test. These specimens were tested on a universal testing machine
(WAW-1000, Shanghai Hualong Test instrument CO., LTD., Shanghai, China) and three
specimens were tested and averaged for each recorded strength value.

2.5. Shrinkage

As one of the main properties of concrete for highway engineering, the drying shrink-
age of the concrete specimens was tested [29]. After removing the molds, specimens with
dimensions of 100 × 100 × 400 mm3 were placed in a chamber at a humidity of 60% ± 5%,
and then the lengths of the concrete specimens were recorded at ages of 3, 7, 14, 28, 35, 49,
56, 72, and 90 days, to calculate the shrinkage of the concrete.

2.6. Depth of Water Penetration

Cylindrical specimens, whose diameter and height were both 150 mm, were employed
to measure the depth of water penetration through the concrete, using water penetration
equipment [29]. Prior to the test, the specimens were dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for 24 h and
then the side surfaces of these specimens were cleaned and thereafter coated with heated
paraffin solution to avoid any leakage of water. During the test, water was required to
penetrate into the specimens under a constant pressure of 0.8 ± 0.05 MPa for 24 h. The
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specimens were then split into two halves longitudinally and the average depth at the
measuring points was recorded as the final value.

2.7. Abrasion Resistance

Cube specimens, with a side length of 150 mm, were used to test the abrasion under
a specified abrasion tester in accordance with the JTG E30-2005 standard [29]. For 28 d
abrasion test, after 27 days of curing, specimens were placed in the air to allow them to dry
naturally for 12 h, and then they were put in an oven at 60 ◦C for 12 h to a constant weight.
After that, the abrasion of the specimens was calculated according to Equation (1). Where
Ac, m1 and m2 denote abrasion per unit area (kg/m2), initial mass (after 30 grinds, kg), and
final abrasion (after another 60 grinds, kg), respectively.

AC =
m1 − m2

0.0125
(1)

2.8. Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM)

The microstructural images of specimens were analyzed using SEM (VEGA II XMU,
TESCAN CO., LTD., Brno, Czech Republic). Samples with dimensions of about 10 mm3

were cut from the middle part of the specimens and then immersed in anhydrous ethanol
to stop hydration. It should be noted that the samples should be dried and coated with
gold to be conductive prior to the observation.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Slump

The slump values of different types of concrete are presented in Figure 2. It can be seen
from Figure 2a that compared with NC, the slump of PC was lower, and this trend was more
obvious with the increase in the amount of PP fibers. This can be attributed to the fact that
the number of PP fibers is numerous, since PP fiber is the lightest synthetic fiber, therefore
this large amount of PP fibers may wrap around and form a network in the concrete,
thereby increasing the flow resistance and reducing the workability of the concrete [30].
On the other hand, EC exhibited a higher slump value in comparison with NC, and this
difference was even larger when the amount of WBE was 10%. This may be because of
both the “ball bearing” effect of uniformly dispersed polymer particles, and the existence
of the active surfactants on the surface of these particles that can reduce the surface tension
of the water around the cement particles, therefore the workability of EC was improved
compared with NC [31,32]. Additionally, although the incorporation of PP fibers resulted
in a relatively poor workability, this phenomenon was compensated through the addition
of WBE. As displayed, the slump of PEC exhibited an increase when compared with the
corresponding PC, regardless of the amount of PP fibers, and in general, the more WBE, the
larger the increase in the slump of PEC. As for the set of concrete specimens with 10% FA,
it can be seen in Figure 2b that compared to the specimens without FA, the corresponding
specimens with FA had larger slump values, indicating that the incorporation of FA could
improve the workability of concrete. This is due to the ”ball bearing” effect of spherical fly
ash particles, which can reduce the friction between components of fresh concrete during
mixing of the concrete, thereby improving its workability [33].
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3.2. Mechanical Strength
3.2.1. Compressive Strength

The influences of PP fibers and WBE on the compressive strengths of the concretes
are presented in Figure 3. As can be seen from Figure 3a, the compressive strength of
PC showed a downward trend compared with that of NC regardless of the curing age,
with the strength reduction in PC0.1 at 28 d and 56 d by 3.7% and 4.6%, respectively, and
that the reduction in PC0.2 was more notable. It is well known that the incorporation
of fibers in concrete is mainly aimed at enhancing the flexural properties of the concrete,
provided that there is a tight bonding between the fibers and the concrete matrix, otherwise
the reinforcing effect brought about by the fibers may be greatly reduced [5]. However,
PP fibers are hydrophobic and, in consequence, the interfaces between PP fibers and
the concrete matrix may be weak and some voids may be generated in these interfaces,
which may increase the overall porosity of the concrete and lead to a reduction in its
strength. The opposite phenomenon was discovered in EC, the compressive strength of
EC exhibited a gradual improvement when compared to NC. Compared with NC, the
compressive strength of EC5 at 28 d and 56 d was increased by 7.3% and 6.9%, respectively,
and this improvement was more evident when 10% WBE was introduced into the concrete.
This may be due to the filling effect of WBE, since the pores in the concrete can be filled
by epoxy particles, therefore the overall porosity of the concrete can be reduced and a
denser microstructure is accordingly formed to improve the compressive strength of the
concrete [32]. In addition, functional groups in the polymer chains, such as hydroxyl, may
absorb calcium ions in the pore solution to form an interconnected structure. Within this
structure, hydration products and polymers are cross-linked, which may further enhance
the compactness of the concrete [22]. Figure 4 shows a microstructural image of EC 10, it
can be seen that fibrous polymers were generated and cross-linked with hydration products
and epoxy particles filled in the pores. The reason why EC10 had a superior compressive
strength than EC5 may be that an inadequate amount of polymers has difficulty in forming
an interlinked polymer network. Furthermore, it should be noted that polymers at an
appropriate content may have a positive effect on the strength formation of concrete, while
an adverse effect may be generated with the addition of excess polymers, since a thick
polymer film may be formed to depress the hydration process [34,35].
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With regard to the concretes containing a combination of PP fibers and WBE, both
PEC0.1 and PEC0.2 showed a rapid improvement in compressive strength when compared
with their corresponding specimens PC0.1 and PC0.2, respectively. This is because, WBE
particles can physically fill the voids between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix, to form
a relatively denser interface, therefore the interfacial bonding between the PP fibers and
the concrete matrix can be improved; chemically, the functional groups in WBE may absorb
calcium ions to form the crosslinking structure of hydration products and polymers, which
may also enhance the bonding between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix, since the
PP fibers may be wrapped by this crosslinked structure. The microstructural images of
PC0.1 and PEC0.1/10 exhibited in Figure 5 show the tight bonding between the PP fibers
and the concrete matrix with the addition of WBE. It can be seen from Figure 5 that after
fracture, there were still some hydration products and polymer film adhering to the PP
fibers in PEC0.1/10. The most obvious improvement in compressive strength was found
in PEC0.1/10, with an improvement at 28 d and 56 d by 15.4% and 19.8%, respectively,
compared with PC0.1. Similarly, the compressive strength of PEC0.1/5 was 12.8% and
11.6% higher than that of PC0.1 at 28 d and 56 d, respectively. In addition, the compressive
strengths of both PEC0.1/10 and PEC0.1/5 showed an increase when compared with NC.
Moreover, it can be found that at the same WBE content, the compressive strength of PEC0.2
was lower than that of PEC0.1, which indicates that a negative effect may occur with an
increase in the amount of PP fibers.
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As shown in Figure 3b, the compressive strength of the concrete with 10% FA was
slightly lower than that of the corresponding specimens without FA, regardless of the
curing age, e.g., the compressive strength of PEC0.1/10-F was 7.8% and 2.4% lower than
that of PEC0.1/10 at 28 d and 56 d, respectively. This may be due to the fact that the
pozzolanic reaction of FA is a slow process, therefore the partial replacement of cement
by FA will lead to a reduction in hydration products, whose amount is directly related to
the compressive strength, thus resulting in a reduction in the compressive strength of the
concrete with FA [36]. Figure 6 presents microstructural images of the concrete specimens
with FA at 28 d. As can be seen from Figure 6a, the interfacial bonding between the PP
fibers and the concrete matrix was loose in PC0.1-F, while a tight bonding was discovered
in PEC0.1/10-F, with hydration products and polymer film wrapping on the surface of the
PP fibers, demonstrating the beneficial effect of WBE in improving the interfacial bonding.
However, it is worth noting that both the two specimens had a lot of unhydrated FA
particles, which proved the decrease in compressive strength at 28 d in comparison with the
corresponding FA free concrete. In addition, the presence of WBE, to some extent, delays
the pozzolanic reaction of FA, since the epoxy film may separate the FA particles from the
already generated calcium hydroxide, thus leading to a relative reduction in hydration
products. Therefore, although PEC with FA showed a more rapid improvement in strength
from 28 d to 56 d due to the pozzolanic reaction of FA, these specimens still exhibited a
slight decline in strength when compared with their corresponding specimens without FA
at 56 d.
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3.2.2. Flexural Strength

Figure 7 presents the flexural strength of different types of concrete containing PP
fibers and WBE. It can be found from Figure 7a that the flexural strength of PC experienced
a slight downward trend compared with that of NC, while EC exhibited an improvement
in flexural strength. PP fibers are incorporated in concrete with the purpose of enhancing
the toughness and improving the flexural strength of the concrete, however, the opposite
phenomenon was observed in this study, probably due to the weak interfacial bonding
between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix, and hence, efficient load transfer by the
PP fibers was not realized [5]. This may be because the interfaces between the PP fibers
and the concrete matrix may have some voids, owing to the surface hydrophobicity of
PP fibers, therefore the fiber toughening effect is difficult to fully achieve when cracks
occur in the concrete. A rapid decrease in flexural strength was discovered in PC0.2, which
may be regarded as a negative effect resulting from the clumping of PP fibers, which may
create localized weak zones in concrete [5]. On the other hand, the reason why the flexural
strength of EC was improved compared with that of NC is due to the filling effect of epoxy
particles, to fill the pores and the interpenetrating structure of hydration products and
polymers formed to withstand larger flexural stress [22].
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With respect to the concretes containing a combination of PP fibers and WBE, PEC,
showed an outstanding improvement in the flexural strength when compared with PC at
the same fiber content, and this increase was more notable at the 10% WBE. PEC0.1/10
had the highest flexural strength, which was 25.8% higher than that of PC0.1 at 28 d. In
addition, it can be found that with the increase in the amount of PP fibers, the flexural
strength of PEC at the same level of WBE experienced a decline, e.g., the flexural strength
of PEC0.1/10 was 10.3% higher than that of PEC0.2/10 at 56 d. This indicated that there
was an optimal amount of PP fibers, and excess fibers may cause fiber clusters that reduce
the strength of the concrete. Moreover, it should be noted that the improvement in flexural
strength of PEC0.1/10 was more obvious than that in its compressive strength. This is
because PP fibers are aimed at improving the toughness of concrete through achieving
an efficient load transfer from the concrete matrix to the PP fibers, therefore the concrete
and PP fibers will work jointly to support against the flexural load, thereby leading to an
increase in flexural strength. However, the compressive strength is closely related to the
amount of hydration products and the porosity in concrete, so the addition of well-bonded
PP fibers has little effect on the compressive strength. Moreover, the crosslinking structure
of hydration products and polymers is also more beneficial to the flexural properties of
modified concrete [22].
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When it comes to the concrete specimens with FA, it can be found in Figure 7b that the
flexural strength of PEC with FA exhibited a reduction at 28 d when compared with their
corresponding PEC without FA. This phenomenon is mainly due to the slow process of the
pozzolanic reaction of FA, which is only beneficial to the long-term strength of concrete. At
56 d, the flexural strength of the PEC with FA was more or less the same as that of the PEC
without FA, this may be because of the high density of calcium silicate hydrate that was
generated through the pozzolanic reaction of FA [36].

3.3. Shrinkage

The drying shrinkage of different types of concrete is presented in Figure 8 and, as
can be seen from the results, the drying shrinkage of all the specimens increased with
time up to 60 d, after which it was almost unchanged. In regard to the PC without FA,
a reduction in shrinkage was observed at the early age (before 14 d) compared with NC,
and this reduction was more significant with an increase in the amount of PP fibers. This
may be because PP fibers have the ability to reserve the water in the cement paste, thereby
reducing the water loss from the specimen [37,38]. Afterwards, the drying shrinkage of PC
was even higher than that of NC, with the increase in PC0.1 and PC0.2 at 90 d by 7.4% and
14.7%, respectively. This is because, in the hardened concrete, the drying shrinkage of PC is
mainly dependent on the restraint by the fibers [37]. However, the poor interfacial bonding
between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix may result in a dramatic loss in shrinkage
restraint by PP fibers, therefore the drying shrinkage of PC was higher than that of NC [39].
With regard to the WBE modified concretes EC5 and EC10, the drying shrinkage of the two
specimens exhibited a downward trend in contrast to NC, with the reduction in shrinkage
at 90 d by 11.3% and 20.4%, respectively. This phenomenon can be linked to the fact that
epoxy particles can fill in the pores in concrete and form a cross-linked epoxy film to make
the microstructure denser, thus restricting water loss. In addition, the epoxy can tightly
bind the components of the concrete to limit the volume change of the concrete due to its
high viscosity.
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In addition, the drying shrinkage of PEC showed a further reduction when compared
with that of PC. This is because, due to the weak interfacial bonding, the drying shrinkage
of PC was increased at a later age, while this undesirable phenomenon was compensated
through the addition of WBE. In other words, WBE enabled a relatively tight bonding
between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix. The reason for this is twofold. Physically, the
epoxy particles enable the formation of a denser microstructure through filling the pores in
concrete, therefore the porosity between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix may be lower;
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chemically, although no chemical reaction occurs, the functional groups in WBE, such as
hydroxyl, may absorb calcium ions in pore solution to form an interconnecting structure
of the hydration products and polymers, to further improve the bonding between the PP
fibers and the concrete matrix [22]. Therefore, the volume change of PEC was restricted
due to this tight bonding between the PP fibers and the concrete matrix. As can be seen
from the results, the drying shrinkage of PEC0.1/10 at 90 d was 27.6% and 32.6% lower
than that of NC and PC0.1, respectively.

As for concrete with FA, a reduction in drying shrinkage in Figure 8b was observed
compared with the corresponding concrete without FA regardless of the type of concrete.
This is because FA particles can fill the pores in concrete, reducing the connectivity of
capillary pores, thereby preventing the internal water from evaporating outside, which
is beneficial to reducing the shrinkage deformation. On the other hand, the pozzolanic
reaction of FA also leads to a reduction in the drying shrinkage since the high density
calcium silicate hydrate gel generated densifies the microstructure of the concrete, thereby
leading to a lower drying shrinkage [36]. Besides, the partial replacement of cement by FA
can result in a reduction in the cement hydration rate, therefore the drying shrinkage of
concrete with FA may be lower compared to that of ordinary concrete [40].

3.4. Depth of Water Penetration

The depth of water penetration for the different types of concrete is shown in Figure 9.
It can be seen from the results that the depth of water penetration at 56 d exhibited a
decline compared to that at 28 d regardless of the type of concrete, indicating a higher
hydration degree of the concrete and a lower capillary pore volume at 56 d. In regard to
PC, the depths of water penetration of PC0.1 and PC0.2 at 28 d was increased by 18.1% and
29.4% compared with that of NC, respectively. This is mainly due to the increased porosity
resulting from the incorporation of the hydrophobic PP fibers. However, the depths of
penetration of EC5 and EC10 were decreased, with the reductions at 28 d by 23.6% and
30.2% compared with that of NC, respectively, which is mainly because the addition of
WBE could fill the pores and bond the components of the concrete together to generate a
compact microstructure.
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With respect to PEC, the adverse effects on depth of penetration of concrete brought
about by PP fibers were expected to be compensated through the addition of WBE, since the
microstructure of PC could be densified by the use of WBE. It can be seen from the results,
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that the depths of penetration of PEC0.1/5 and PEC0.1/10 were dramatically reduced
when compared with their corresponding specimen PC0.1, with notable reductions in
PEC0.1/5 and PEC0.1/10 at 28 d by 33.2% and 52.1%, respectively. In addition, the depths of
penetration of PEC0.2/5 and PEC0.2/10 also exhibited a downward trend compared to their
corresponding specimen PC0.2, with reductions of 25.7% and 34.1% at 28 d, respectively.
It should be noted that, at the same amount of added WBE, the PECs that had higher
fiber contents showed larger depths of penetration. This can be attributed to the fact that
WBE may not be adequate to fill the porosity in concrete, as well as the interfacial porosity
between the PP fibers.

The depth of water penetration of concrete with 10% FA was slightly smaller than
that of concrete without FA, this is due to the higher fineness and ball bearing effect of FA
particles, which can reduce the interconnecting voids in concrete, thereby lowering the
volume of permeable pores in the concrete [40]. At 56 d, owing to the pozzolanic reaction
of FA forming a high density calcium silicate hydrate gel, the volume of permeable pores
in the concrete also reduced due to the formation of a denser microstructure [36].

3.5. Abrasion Resistance

The abrasion resistance test was performed and abrasion per unit area of different
types of specimen was calculated by Equation (1), as shown in Figure 10. According to
the results, the abrasions of all the concrete mixtures at 28 d were higher than those at
56 d, indicating a higher strength and denser microstructure at 56 d to resist wear. This is
consistent with the studies of other researchers, which showed that the abrasion resistance
of concrete is closely related to the strength of concrete [41,42]. It can be seen from the
results that PC exhibited an increase in abrasion compared with NC, with the increase
in abrasions of PC0.1 and PC0.2 by 8.4% and 13.6% at 28 d, respectively. In general, the
reduction in abrasion of PC can be achieved through the crack arresting effect and crack
bridging of PP fibers on the condition that a tight bonding exists in the interface of the PP
fibers and the concrete matrix [41]. However, the interfacial bonding between PP fibers
and concrete is normally weak due to the hydrophobicity of PP fibers, and this may be
the reason why PC exhibited an increased abrasion compared with NC. Additionally,
previous studies have demonstrated that the addition of modified PP fibers was capable
of improving the abrasion resistance of concrete [41]. Conversely the abrasion of EC was
reduced in contrast to NC, with the reductions in EC5 and EC10 by 22.8% and 35.6% at
28 d, respectively. This means that WBE can improve the compactness of concrete, so as to
resist the wearing load and reduce the amount of wear. The results also revealed that the
combined incorporation of PP fibers and WBE contributed to a reduction in abrasion. This
is because the interfacial bonding between the PP fibers and the concrete was improved
through the filling effect of WBE and the crosslinking structure of the hydration products
and WBE, therefore the PP fibers and the concrete matrix will work jointly to resist the
wear. For example, the abrasion of PEC0.1/5 and PEC0.1/10 showed a reduction by 23%
and 47.1% at 28 d, respectively, compared with NC. In general, WBE in this study can
be regarded as a modifier to improve the interfacial bonding between the PP fibers and
concrete, thereby improving the strength and durability properties of PC.

A slight increase in abrasion was observed in the concrete with FA in contrast to that
without FA, this is because that the pozzolanic reaction of FA is a slow process which
may result in an inferior strength compared with the corresponding concrete without FA.
Therefore, due to the reduction in strength, the abrasion of concrete containing FA showed
a slight increase, which is consistent with findings of other researchers [42].
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4. Conclusions

The current study investigated the mechanical and durability properties of concrete
containing different amounts of PP fibers and WBE for its possible use in pavements.
Conclusions drawn from the results are listed as follows:

(1) The combined incorporation of PP fibers and WBE in concrete can maximize the
advantages of the two materials. To be precise, the incorporation of PP fibers had
a negative effect on the performance of the concrete due to the weak interfacial
bonding between the PP fibers and the concrete, while WBE was found to be effective
in improving this poor interfacial bonding owing to its filling effect densifying the
microstructure, and its absorption of calcium ions to form a crosslinking structure of
hydration products and epoxy polymers wrapping on the PP fibers to enhance their
interfacial bonding with the concrete matrix.

(2) The incorporation of PP fibers reduced the slump of concrete, while the use of WBE
could improve the workability of PC due to the “ball bearing” effect of WBE. More-
over, the presence of FA further led to an increase in the slump owing to the “ball
bearing” effect.

(3) The compressive strength of PC was slightly lower when compared with that of NC
due to the weak interfacial bonding between the PP fibers and the concrete, while
EC showed an increase in compressive strength. With the combined incorporation of
PP fibers and WBE, the compressive strength of PEC exhibited an improvement in
comparison with the corresponding PC. PEC0.1/10 showed the highest compressive
strength regardless of the curing age. The flexural strength of PEC0.1/10 was also
the highest, and the increase in flexural strength was more obvious than that in
compressive strength compared with PC, demonstrating the reinforcing effect of PP
fibers was achieved.

(4) Drying shrinkage of concrete could be restricted by the addition of PP fibers at
an early stage, while at later stages the effective utilization of PP fibers to restrain
shrinkage can be achieved by adding WBE. The addition of PP fibers could increase
the permeability of concrete owing to increased porosity, while a reduction in depth
of water penetration was found in EC mainly due to the filling and bonding effect of
WBE to reduce the capillary pores in concrete. Combined use of PP fibers and WBE
contributed to the reduction in abrasion. With regard to FA free concrete in this study,
PEC0.1/10 exhibited the best durability.

(5) After the replacement of 10% cement by FA, both the compressive strength and the
flexural strength showed a slight decline due to the slow process of the pozzolanic
reaction; moreover the abrasion also exhibited a slight increase. Despite this, the
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drying shrinkage resistance and impermeability were improved through the use of
FA. Therefore, the use of FA in pavements should be properly treated according to the
actual engineering condition, such as road grade, construction period limit, etc.

The current study aims to evaluate the mechanical and durability properties of concrete
containing PP fibers and water-borne epoxy for use in concrete pavement; however, further
studies on the fracture properties and modification mechanisms of concrete with the
combined use of the two materials will be conducted. In addition, the durability properties
under temperature and humidity changes should be studied as well in the future. Moreover,
the effects of the water-borne epoxy content, PP fiber characterization, and the hybrid use
of PP fibers with other fibers on the mechanical, durability, fatigue and impact properties
of pavement concrete should also be investigated in the future.
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